
Cover Design Secrets You Can Use To Sell
More
In the fiercely competitive world of publishing, your book's cover is your first
and most critical marketing tool. A well-designed cover can instantly grab
attention, entice readers, and drive sales. On the other hand, a poorly
designed cover can doom your book to obscurity.
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Fortunately, creating a cover that sells doesn't have to be a mystery. By
following a few simple secrets, you can create a cover that will make your
book irresistible to potential readers.

1. Use Eye-Catching Colors

The colors you choose for your cover will play a significant role in
determining its overall impact. Bright, bold colors are more likely to stand
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out on the shelf and attract attention. However, it's important to choose
colors that are relevant to your book's genre and subject matter.

For example, a romance novel might use a soft, pastel color scheme, while
a thriller might use darker, more intense colors. By choosing colors that are
appropriate for your book, you can create a cover that will appeal to your
target audience.

2. Use Compelling Typography

The typography you choose for your cover can also have a significant
impact on its overall effectiveness. The font you use should be easy to read
and visually appealing. It should also be consistent with the tone and style
of your book.
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For example, a serious nonfiction book might use a more formal font, while
a lighthearted children's book might use a more playful font. By choosing
typography that is appropriate for your book, you can create a cover that
will appeal to your target audience.

This book cover uses a compelling typographic treatment to create a sense of
mystery and intrigue.
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3. Create a Focal Point

Every good cover design has a focal point, which is the area of the cover
that immediately draws the eye. This is typically the title of the book, the
author's name, or an image that is relevant to the book's content.

By creating a strong focal point, you can help readers to quickly and easily
understand what your book is about. You can also use the focal point to
create a sense of curiosity or intrigue, which can encourage readers to pick
up your book and learn more.



4. Use White Space Effectively

White space is an important element of cover design. It can help to create a
sense of balance and harmony, and it can also help to draw attention to the
most important elements of your cover.
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When using white space, it's important to strike a balance. Too much white
space can make your cover look empty and boring, while too little white
space can make your cover look cluttered and overwhelming.

This book cover uses effective use of white space to create a sense of balance and
harmony.

5. Get Feedback
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Once you've created a cover, it's important to get feedback from others.
This could include friends, family members, or beta readers. By getting
feedback, you can get an outside perspective on your cover and identify
any areas that need improvement.

When getting feedback, be sure to ask specific questions about the cover.
For example, do they find the cover eye-catching? Is the title easy to read?
Is the overall design consistent with the tone of the book?

Creating a book cover that sells is an art and a science. By following the
secrets outlined in this article, you can create a cover that will make your
book stand out from the competition and drive sales.

So what are you waiting for? Start putting these secrets into practice today
and see how they can help you to sell more books.
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